
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 1178 of 2017
                                  U/S 511 (of S.380 of IPC) IPC

                                     State of Assam
                                                            ……………Prosecutor
                                         - Versus-
                                    

Sri Siddhant Rao @ Chotu
                                                            …………….Accused

Present: Dr. Chetana Khanikar
  Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia

For the prosecution: Smti. J. Phukan, Addl. PP

          For the defence: Smti. A. Handique, Advocate

                           Evidence recorded on:  30.10.2019

                            Argument heard on: 30.10.2019

                           Judgment delivered on: 30.10.2019

JUDGMENT

1.          The prosecution case in brief as stated in the FIR is that on

09.06.2017 at about 12:15 AM a miscreant entered the house of the

informant  for  committing  theft.  Then  the  family  members  of  the

informant woke up and caught the thief red handed and handed over

to police.

2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against

the accused as Doom Dooma PS Case No. 168/2017 U/S 380/511 of

IPC.  Police investigated the case and on completion of  investigation

submitted charge-sheet against the accused Sri Siddhant Rao @ Chotu

U/S 380/511 of IPC.  

3. On  appearance  of  the  accused  Sri  Siddhant  Rao  @ Chotu  in

Court, copies of relevant documents were furnished to him as required

U/S. 207 of CrPC. Considering the relevant documents and hearing both

the parties sufficient ground is found to presume that the accused had

committed offences U/S 511 (S.380 of IPC) IPC. Accordingly the charge
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was framed against  the accused and explained to him to which he

plead not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. During  trial  the  prosecution  has  examined  one  witness  and

adduced one documentary evidence. 

5.    At the close of the prosecution evidence, examination of the

accused  U/S  313  of  the  Cr.P.C.  has  been  dispensed  with  as  no

incriminating circumstances appeared against him in the prosecution

evidence.  Defence  side  has  adduced  no  evidence  and  plea  of  the

defence is of total denial. 

6. After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and

the  accused  the  following  points  are  taken  as  POINTS  FOR

DETERMINATION:

I. Whether  on  09.06.2017 the  accused took  attempt  to  commit

theft  at  the  house  of  the  informant  Prakash  Rajak  by  entering  his

house?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i):

7.   In the FIR it is stated that on 09.06.2017 at about 12:15 AM a

miscreant  entered  the  house of the  informant  for  committing theft.

Then the family members of the informant woke up and caught the

thief red handed and handed over to police. In this case P.W.1 is the

informant. He deposed that due to misunderstanding they suspected

the accused as thief  and filed the case under suspicion.  He further

deposed that now he is living in good terms with the accused who is his

neighbour and hence he does not want to proceed further with the

case. He further deposed that he has no objection, if the accused got

acquitted in the trial. Except this he has not deposed anything which

can  incriminate  the  accused. The  prosecution  side  has  declined  to

adduce any more evidence as nothing was found against the accused

in  the  evidence  of  the  informant-cum-victim  who  is  the  principal

witness of the case. Thus it appears from the above discussion that the
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prosecution side has failed to prove that on 09.06.2017 the accused

took attempt to commit theft at the house of the informant Prakash

Rajak by entering his house.

                Hence Point No. (i) is decided negative. 

8.    From  the  above  discussions  I  come  to  the  conclusion  that

prosecution has failed to establish the allegations leveled against the

accused. Hence the accused Sri  Siddhant Rao @ Chotu is acquitted

from the case. Bail  bond is extended for next six months. I  set the

accused in liberty forthwith.     

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 30th day

of October, 2019.

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

    Tinsukia

A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1:  Sri Prakash Rajak, the informant

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibits: 

1. FIR……………………………………. Ext. 1

(C. Khanikar)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

    Tinsukia
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